Abstract-Massive Internet media distribution demands prolonged continuous consumption of networking and disk bandwidths in large capacity. Many proxy-based Internet media distribution algorithms and systems have been proposed, implemented, and evaluated to address the scalability issue. However, few of them have been used in practice, since two important issues are not satisfactorily addressed. First, existing proxy-based media distribution architectures lack an efficient media distribution control mechanism. Without protection on the Internet, content providers are hesitant to use existing fast distribution techniques. Second, little has been done to protect client privacy during client accesses. Straightforward solutions to address these two issues independently lead to conflicts. For example, to enforce distribution control, only legitimate users should be granted access rights. However, this normally discloses more information (such as which object the client is accessing) other than the client identity, which conflicts with the client's desire for privacy protection. In this paper, we propose a unified proxy-based media distribution protocol to effectively address these two problems simultaneously. We further design a set of new algorithms for cooperative proxies where our proposed scheme works practically. Simulation results show that our proposed strategy is efficient.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have witnessed the dramatic and continuous increase of Internet media applications. Different from the Web object delivery, the delivery of media objects demands prolonged continuous use of networking, disk, and other resources in large capacity. To efficiently deliver Internet media, a lot of research has been conducted to extend proxy caching for media content and many proxy-based media distribution systems have been proposed to improve the scalability and efficiency for Internet media delivery (e.g. [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] ).
Although these strategies and systems can improve caching performance and client playback quality, such as reducing the startup latency and minimizing playback jitter under various conditions, none of these systems has been practically deployed because the following two problems have not been well addressed.
The first problem is media distribution control. The proxybased media delivery system addresses the scalability issue by caching media objects in a proxy closer to clients. However, this approach makes it difficult for distribution control. Once a media object is cached in the proxy, any client can access it without notifying the server. The server thus loses the ultimate control of who is allowed to access the object. In other words, the interest of the content provider is not protected, which prevents content providers from making their digital goods available on-line. Existing practice often uses pay-perview, membership, or DRM schemes [10] without considering effective utilization of proxy caching. Some recently developed strategies tried to leverage from proxy caching to deal with the problem with the aid of encryption mechanisms [11] , [12] , [13] . But they either demand special hardware support or cannot work if some clients collude.
The second problem is that existing strategies have given little consideration to client privacy protection during content accesses. Through on-line transactions, E-Commerce makes it easier to get and compile a customer's personal information. Various kinds of activities could be conducted based on the collected information, such as advertisements based on client preferences extracted from client purchases. This issue raises serious concerns from not only individuals, but also law enforcement [14] . For example, when a client accesses a media server for a movie, it is difficult to prevent the server from knowing which movie is being accessed. But people sometimes do not want the server to know which object they are accessing. If this problem is not well addressed, clients may be reluctant to use Internet media distribution services. On the contrary, if a media service provider can protect client privacy, it can potentially attract more clients. Although there are some initial efforts considering privacy protection in the Ecommerce context (e.g. [15] ), the efficiency is poor and little work has been conducted to protect client privacy in the proxybased media distribution architecture.
Efforts have been made to address these two problems separately. However, a desirable proxy based media delivery system should be capable of simultaneously protecting the interests of both the content provider and the clients, i.e., to provide distribution control for the content provider and privacy protection for clients. But addressing these two problems at the same time may lead to conflicts: for distribution control, only legitimate users should be granted access rights. However, this normally requires revealing client identity, thus leading to an invasion of client privacy since the server may know which object the client is accessing. To the best of our knowledge, there is no efficient and practical proxybased solution for simultaneous media distribution control and privacy protection.
In this paper, we propose a unified strategy that can provide distribution control and privacy protection at the same time in proxy-based Internet media delivery systems. This unified strategy consists of a key division based distribution control scheme and a commutative cipher based privacy protection scheme. Based on the unified strategy, we further design a set of algorithms in the cooperative proxy environment where our proposed strategy works practically. Extensive simulationbased experiments have been conducted to evaluate the proposed system. The preliminary results show that our proposed system is very effective. Note that our proposed strategy works when the proxy and the content provider do not collude. If they collude or the proxy belongs to the content provider, the scheme cannot be applied.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Some related work is discussed in section II. We dissect the two components of our unified strategy and present distribution control and privacy protection in section III and section IV, respectively. We describe the unified strategy in section V, its analysis in section VI, and design the algorithm for cooperative proxies in section VII. The evaluation results based on simulations are presented in section VIII. We make concluding remarks in section IX.
II. RELATED WORK
Internet content distribution control has been investigated for some time. Without considering proxy caching, existing schemes generally employ pay-per-view, membership, or DRM schemes for distribution control [16] . When a proxy is present, the major approach for distribution control relies on encryption and decryption and focuses on improving their efficiencies. For example, early work [17] , [18] , [19] considers how to speed up the decryption and encryption process. The scheme proposed in [11] relies on costly hardware support to deal with member collusion. A recent work [13] proposes a multi-key video proxy infrastructure without such a requirement. However, the scheme is also vulnerable to member collusion, as pointed out in [12] .
On the other hand, privacy protection has been studied in many other areas (e.g. [20] , [21] in databases) and solutions are mainly based on encryption or anonymizing. For example, work [15] provides privacy protection through encryption. However, this work relies on an independent third party and introduces lots of traffic overhead. Many anonymizing based approaches (e.g. [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] ) can protect client identity through mixing, but few of them work in the context of on-line media distribution systems.
Other than in proxy-based environments, key division strategies (e.g. [26] ) and commutative ciphers (e.g. [27] ) have been studied extensively for various purposes. Compared to existing studies, our work targets proxy-based media delivery applications and we propose a framework that achieves distribution control and privacy protection at the same time.
III. A PROXY-BASED DISTRIBUTION CONTROL SCHEME
The essential goal of distribution control in the context of proxy caching is to enforce access control while leveraging the proxy caching capability. The naive approach is that the server encrypts objects and puts encrypted objects on a proxy. All clients can get any encrypted object from the proxy freely, but to access the plaintext of an object, they must contact the server to get the decryption key. The major limitation of this approach is that it is vulnerable to client colluding attack: once a client gets the key and shares with others, the server loses its control on the object distribution. Periodically changing the object encryption keys can partially mitigate the threat, but the overhead caused by frequent rekeying operations is overkill.
In this section, we propose a novel scheme via which the server can take advantage of proxy caching without losing control over object distribution. The scheme is based on key division cipher.
A. Key Division Cipher System
Definition 1 (Key Division Cipher System): For object M, there is a key pair 
, we call the crypto system a key division cipher system on operator .
El Gamal [28] is a reliable public cipher system based on discrete logarithms. We first briefly introduce El Gamal, and then prove it is also a key division cipher system. Suppose client A wants to send a message to client B by the El Gamal cipher system, the protocol works as follows.
1) A and B select two common parameters, a prime number q and a primitive root of q, α, where α < q. Theorem 1: El Gamal is a key division cipher system on operator "+". Proof: Suppose we break the secret key X B in the above description into two keys X B1 and X B2 (X B = X B1 + X B2 ). Client A does the encryption in the same way and sends the encryption result (C 1 , C 2 ) to B. With the two keys X B1 and X B2 , B can get M via the following two steps: 1) computes
B. Our Proposed Scheme
Now we present our scheme by extending El Gamal. The basic idea is as follows. To distribute an object M , the sever generates a key pair, using El Gamal cipher. The server encrypts M using the public key and stores the encrypted object on the proxy. To access the object, a client contacts the server for the decryption key after it gets the object. Upon a client request, the server breaks the corresponding secret key into two keys and sends them to the proxy and the client, respectively. Then the proxy decrypts the object using the key it receives following the El Gamal protocol and sends the result to the client. After receiving the partially decrypted object, the client finishes the decryption using the key received from the server. In detail, each step works as follows. 1) For object M i , the server selects a key pair
The server then selects a random number k and computes C 1 , where
k (mod q) and encrypts the object with K i to produce the encrypted object C 2 = K i M i . The encrypted object C 2 gets cached in the proxy.
3) The server breaks the secret key X i into two parts, X i1 and X i2 , where X i = X i1 + X i2 , and sends to the proxy and client pairs of (C 1 , X i1 ) and (C 1 , X i2 ), respectively. 4) The proxy partially decrypts the object with X i1 as follows: it computes
(mod q), and decrypts through M i2 =
C2
Ki1 and sends to the client. 5) The client then decrypts the "partially" decrypted object
(mod q), and decrypts through M i =
Mi2
Ki2 to get the original object.
IV. PRIVACY PROTECTION IN PROXY-BASED DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
As aforementioned, today E-Commerce makes it easier for the service provider to get and compile customer personal information so that various activities could be conducted based on the collected information. An increasing number of people are concerned about the misuse of their private information and desire privacy protection in on-line transactions.
Accessing an object on the server through a proxy naturally protects the client from identity exposure to the server. However, in this case the server may lose the access control on its objects, since clients can directly get the objects from the proxy without letting the server know (if the proxy is not associated with the server). On the other hand, in this case, the system cannot protect client privacy since the proxy knows which object the client has accessed. The challenge of privacy protection problem in the context of proxy caching is how to achieve the client privacy protection while not endangering the server's distribution control on the content.
In this section, we propose a new scheme which can protect the client's privacy in the proxy-based distribution system. Our scheme is based on a commutative cipher.
A. Commutative Cipher System
Definition 2 (Commutative Cipher): Given a crypto system, for an object M , for any two keys, (K e1 and K e2 ), if the sequence of these two keys to encrypt the object does not matter, that is,
Two popular commutative cipher systems are Pohlighellman based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) and Shamir-Omura based on RSA ( [29] , [30] 
B. Our Proposed Scheme
Supported by the commutative cipher, we thus design a scheme to protect the client privacy in a proxy-based media distribution system. The system should have the following features:
• The server generates a key pair (K E , K D ) based on Shamir-Omura and advertises/lists the IDs (such as names) of objects in plaintext so clients can freely browse them; • For each encrypted object, the server also encrypts the object ID with key K E before the encrypted object gets cached in the proxy as ID S = E(ID, K E ). The corresponding decryption key is K D .
• The objects cached in the proxy are only identifiable through their corresponding encrypted IDs (ID S ).
With the above features, our proposed design works as follows.
1) When a client wants to access an object, the client generates a key pair (K e , K d ) based on Shamir-Omura and encrypts the object ID with K e to get ID C = E(ID, K e ) and sends to the server. 2) Upon the arrival of the client message, the server further encrypts the ID C with its encryption key K E and sends back, the client can get (ID
Since the object is identifiable in the proxy via ID S , the client can thus request the object from the proxy without letting the server or the proxy know which object it is accessing.
V. UNIFIED DISTRIBUTION CONTROL AND PRIVACY PROTECTION PROTOCOL
In the previous sections, we proposed schemes to address distribution control and privacy protection separately. As aforementioned, achieving both objectives simultaneously is difficult. In this section, we integrate the two proposed schemes to get a unified one which can achieve two goals seamlessly.
In this new scheme, we assume that a media provider always categorizes available media objects (such as movies) into different types and charges accesses to objects in the same category with the same price. The distribution control also needs to enforce different charges on different types of objects. Our proxy-based protocol is capable of comprehensive distribution control and client privacy protection simultaneously with such practical conditions.
A. A Unified Strategy
To present our unified strategy, we have the following notation.
• k anonymity: k is the privacy protection indicator, which means that the server only knows that the client accesses one of k objects, but could not know which one exactly. In this study, we assume if k anonymity is achieved, client privacy is well protected; • On a media server, objects (videos) are classified into n classes according to their prices (we use price as the criteria as an example here). For each price class, there exist multiple (≥ k) objects; • For simplification, each object is identified by an ID on the server, which could be the name of the object, or the URL of the object; each object is uniquely identifiable by its encrypted ID on the proxy; • In an object class, a same key pair is used to encrypt/decrypt all the object IDs, while the objects themselves are encrypted with different keys through El Gamal. We assume that encrypted objects have been cached in the proxy. Since the content server classifies objects into different classes, we describe the strategy for clients accessing objects in one class.
As aforementioned, different objects are encrypted with different El Gamal keys. In the unified strategy, each key consists of two parts: a shared part S c (which is the same for all objects in an object class) and an individual part S i (which is different for different objects in an object class). The notations are summarized in Table I .
To prepare for client accesses, the server needs to complete three tasks.
1) The server performs encryption as follows:
and M E is cached in the proxy, where E() is El Gamal based encryption algorithm.
2) The server also generates a key pair (K E , K D ) based on Shamir-Omura and encrypts the object ID with K E . The object is only identifiable with its encrypted ID, ID S , where ID S = E(ID, K E ), in the proxy.
3) The server also encrypts the S i of each object with key K E (the server can use a different key), and makes available an on-line tuple of object ID and encrypted
A client access follows the protocol as depicted in Figure 1 . Details of each step are described as follows.
• 1 : When a client wants to access an object, it gets the object ID and E(S i , K E ). There are many different ways to get these without letting the server know (e.g., simply copying them down). Then the client generates a key pair (K e , K d ) based on Shamir-Omura and encrypts the tuple with K e ,
and sends the encrypted message to the proxy.
• 2 : The proxy forwards the request to the server. After the access is authorized (e.g., the server gets payment from the client), the server performs encryption on encrypted ID and decryption on E(E(S i , K E ), K e ) from the client. Then the server sends the result back to the client,
(2) Fig. 1 . A unified distribution control and privacy protection strategy
Upon this client request, the server also randomly breaks the key S c for this object into two parts, S c1 and S c2 . S c2 is piggybacked to the client and the server sends S c1 to the proxy, where
Omura and are commutative, the client received message
Thus, the client further decrypts the received message with K d , and gets E(ID, K E ) and S i , where E(ID, K E ) is ID S . Once obtaining the encrypted object ID, the client sends a request with the encrypted ID, ID S , in the request URL to the proxy to request this object.
• 4 : The proxy can successfully locate the object in its cache, and decrypts the object identified by ID S with partial key S c1 from the server before sending to the client.
• 5 : The client receives the partially decrypted object from the proxy, decrypts it with key S c2 and S i .
VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS
Our unified strategy is based on El Gamal for access control and Shamir-Omura for privacy protection, and shares their security characteristics. The security of El Gamal has been proved and discussed in [30] , [31] , and the commutative property of Shamir-Omura has been proved in [29] , [30] . In the following, we thus briefly analyze how the proposed scheme achieves our design goals and its potential vulnerability.
A. Design Goal Revisit
Our scheme achieves access control from the following three aspects. First, for each object the server only needs to perform encryption once and the encrypted object can be stored on the proxy forever. For each access, the server only needs to transfer two keys to the proxy and the client. In such a situation the server utilizes proxy caching very well for content distribution.
Second, the server does not lose control on the content it is distributing. Although a client can get the encrypted object freely from the proxy, a client has to get the key from the server before it can access the plaintext of the object. In our scheme, the server divides the decryption key into two partial keys and sends them to the proxy and the client. As long as the two parties holding the keys do not collude with each other, which is reasonable for the proxy-based distribution system, the server will not lose control on the object.
Third, client colluding attacks do not threat our scheme, since each client gets a different partial key S c2 even when multiple clients are requesting the same object. Since S c is different for different objects and is given by the server only after the client access is authorized, client-proxy collusion cannot get more information about other objects in this class. To support this, for different client accesses, key S c can be freely divided into different pairs of partial keys S c1 and S c2 for the proxy and the client. Thus, if they collude, they can get nothing more than the decryption keys of this object. The entire system is broken only when the proxy colludes with all clients. Now let us look at how the client privacy is protected in our proposed scheme. First, without the server's authorization as above, the client cannot get the right object from the proxy. Second, since the only information that the server gets from a client is an encrypted object ID (ID S ), and the encryption key used is generated by the client for one access, the server only knows that the client is accessing one object, but it does not know which one exactly. On the other hand, on the proxy, all objects and their IDs are encrypted. Although the proxy knows which object (identified by the encrypted ID) the client is accessing, it does not know what the object is about. Thus, access control and privacy protection are achieved simultaneously.
Note that access control in our scheme is different from traditional access control in the sense that if a client just blindly requests objects from the proxy, it can get all objects without notifying the server. But without decryption keys from the server, the client still cannot access the plaintext of any object.
B. Further Discussion
Two other issues are worth more discussion. The first is that, in practice, some padding scheme should be used to avoid the flaw of Shamir-Omura cryptography technique under chosen-cipher attacks ([11] , [29] , [32] , [33] ). For a RSAbased scheme, an effective padding needs a random number generator and a cryptographic hash function H ( [33] The second is that, in our scheme, the proxy needs to perform decryption for each client request. Since media objects, such as movies, are generally very large, decryption can be computing intensive and it may overload the proxy. To mitigate the proxy workload, we can further optimize the strategy with the help of selective encryption. Selective encryption is known to be able to protect coded content by encrypting only parts of the content [34] . For example, if we selectively encrypt certain syntax bits in a compressed video, the content is still well protected with much less computing overhead.
VII. COOPERATIVE PROXY BASED SYSTEM DESIGN
In the previous sections, we have presented a unified mechanism that can provide seamless distribution control and client privacy protection at the same time. The scheme works when all encrypted objects have been pushed to the proxies before client accesses, which is feasible for CDNs. However, in practice, the proxy caches the object via a pull approach where an object gets cached only after it is requested. Thus, our proposed scheme cannot be directly used to protect client privacy in such a pull mode. Otherwise, the server can easily correlate an object (that is requested by a proxy) and a client (who is requesting the access key) based on the two request times if the client requested object is not cached, i.e., a cache miss.
To accommodate the pull approach, upon a cache miss, in addition to the being requested object, some (k − 1) other objects must also be fetched from the server simultaneously to protect client privacy. This increases traffic overhead. To reduce and potentially utilize such traffic, in this section, we propose a set of new object caching policies as a complementary mechanism to our proposed scheme in a cooperative proxy environment where the system consists of multiple proxies, running Inter-Cache Protocol (ICP) [35] for interproxy communication. In the following design, we omit the cryptography part and focus on the policy design.
We assume that each proxy gets a list of available objects (e.g. movies) on the media server. This can be done actively or passively (e.g., upon the first access to a media server, the object list is piggybacked to the proxy). Each proxy also maintains three data items: the global object access frequency f , the locally cached object list local obj list, and global obj list, which contains all the available objects in all proxies. We further assume that proxies can request as many objects from the server as they want. This assumption is reasonable since all objects are encrypted.
The system works as follows. Upon a client request, if the client request is a hit, the proxy decrypts the object with the key received from the server before sending to the client. The client further decrypts the received data with the keys received from the server. The proxy updates the corresponding object access frequency f . If the client request results in a miss at the local proxy, but the object is cached in a peer proxy in the cooperative system based on the global obj list, the object is transferred from that proxy and forwarded to the client after the object is partially decrypted. The object access frequency, f , is updated.
When the client request is a miss, the following costamortized admission policy is activated to deal with the request, assisted by the aggressive object selection and proactive replacement.
A. Cost-amortized Request Admission
If the object is not cached in local proxy or any peer proxy, the proxy collects the information regarding the number of requests of distinct objects in the same object class to the same media server at that instance. With guaranteed k anonymity, if there are r (r < k) requests demanding different objects through p different proxies, each of these p proxies requests an additional k−r p objects. In this admission policy, upon a miss, some additional traffic is incurred. This traffic is amortized since the server only sees k objects are fetched at that time, while they may be fetched by different proxies. An additional proxy can be used so that all p proxy requests go through the additional proxy when it is necessary to hide the proxy identities from the server.
B. Aggressive Object Selection
The above admission policy determines the number of objects a proxy should fetch to protect client privacy while amortizing proxy traffic through cooperation. After determining the number of objects to be fetched, the proxy also needs to determine which objects to fetch. Aggressive object selection thus works in two phases:
• In the first phase, the objects are selected according to the object popularity, reflected by f . The proxy selects the most popular objects that are not cached in any proxy. Then it relies on the pro-active replacement policy (see section VII-C) to deal with these fetched objects.
• In the second phase, where the non-cached objects are not as popular as the cached ones, the proxy selects objects according to object size. The smallest objects are selected until the privacy level is achieved. Note in this selection policy, two different types of criteria are applied. In the first phase, the policy is based on object popularity. In the second phase, the policy is based on object size.
C. Pro-active Replacement
A replacement policy is normally required since cache space is always limited. When there is insufficient cache space to store an object, the replacement policy is responsible for reclaiming space by evicting some currently cached object(s). Thus, this type of replacement is passive in general.
To protect client privacy, another type of replacement is proposed, pro-active replacement. To protect client privacy, when a miss occurs, the proxy needs to fetch k objects simultaneously. This enforces the proxy to fetch k − 1 objects other than the requested one to protect client privacy. Previously, the system has determined which objects to fetch using cost amortized admission and aggressive object selection. The following pro-active replacement policy determines the action upon arrival of requests at the proxy. Corresponding to the two phases defined in object selection:
• In the first phase where the fetched objects are more popular than the cached ones, a popularity-based replacement policy is implemented to replace the least popular object in the cache until the newly fetched popular objects get cached.
• In the second phase where the smallest objects are fetched, the fetched objects are simply discarded, since it is not worth caching them by replacing more popular objects.
VIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To protect client privacy upon a miss, a proxy has to fetch more objects than needed. Although with the amortized admission policy, the proxy still pays additional overhead for privacy protection. On the other hand, since the system always chooses more popular objects to cache in the proxy, it is possible that the additional traffic produces some caching benefit: some later requests hit these objects in the proxy.
To evaluate the overhead in the proposed cooperative proxy based system, we implemented a trace driven simulator. We extracted a server log from an enterprise media server. The extracted workload lasts for a duration of 2 months and covers various client activities. Because this is a single server-based workload and we want to evaluate the system performance when multiple proxies are present, we randomly duplicate some requests before distributing them to different proxies. The distribution also follows a random pattern.
In this workload, there is a total of 934 distinct media objects, with the size ranging from 288 KB to 638 MB. The total unique object size is 67 GB and the total number of requests is 642770. The total requested traffic is 139.5 TB. The averaged requested traffic per request is about 222 MB. We classify objects into different numbers of object classes. In the following results, a default value of 5 is used.
Four different strategies are evaluated for comparison, as shown in Table II . Strategy base is the reference scheme in which no privacy protection is considered. Strategies 1 to 3 all provide privacy protection with different ways to handle caching of objects. Strategy1 works as follows: when a request is received and turns out to be a miss, the proxy works cooperatively to see if any peer proxy caches the requested object. If no peer proxy caches it, this proxy is responsible for getting the requested object from the server. At the same time, additional objects are fetched from the server to protect client privacy. If there is spare cache space in the proxy, these additionally fetched objects are selected based on object popularity and are cached in this proxy. Otherwise, these additional objects are selected based on object size (smallest object first) and are simply discarded when arriving at the proxy. Different from Strategy1, Strategy2 replaces cached objects if the additionally fetched objects are more popular than the cached ones using pro-active replacement policy. We further design Strategy3 to consider sharing the cost of fetching additional objects among peer proxies using costamortized admission policy.
The system is evaluated under various conditions: when the available cache size changes, when the desired privacy protection level varies, when the number of participating proxies increases, and when the number of object class increases. For each set of experiments, several metrics are evaluated. Additional Traffic reports the additional traffic caused due to privacy protection. Local Hit Ratio represents the number of requests served from the local proxies over the total number of requests, while Peer Hit Ratio represents the number of requests served from peer proxies divided by the total number of requests. Requests that cannot be directly served by any proxy are counted into Miss Ratio after averaging on the total number of requests. Corresponding to these three number based metrics for cache performance, we also have their corresponding byte based values evaluated and reported, as Local Byte Hit Ratio, Peer Byte Hit Ratio, and Miss Byte Ratio.
A. Cache Size
First, the system is evaluated when the available cache size varies from 5% to 100% of the total unique object size, with 5% as the interval. The cache size is evenly divided among all participating proxies. In this set of experiments, the privacy level is at a medium value of 4, and the number of proxies in the cooperative system is also 4. Since the performance difference among the four strategies becomes trivial after the cache size is beyond 30% of the total object size, we only report the performance under 30% in the following figures. Figure 2 shows the Additional Traffic caused by the four strategies. Strategy1 results in the largest additional traffic when the available cache size is very small, but the traffic quickly drops when the cache size increases to and beyond 20% of the total object size. This is largely due to the fact that when the cache size is very small (e.g. 5%), some requested large objects are frequently fetched, leaving little space to cache additional objects. Thus, more client requests cannot be served from the proxy and have to be fetched from the server. Note that although the absolute values of the additional traffic caused by Strategy1 are large (about 14 TB) when the cache size is small (e.g., 5%), it is about 10% of the total amount of requested traffic.
Comparing the result of Strategy3 with those of Strategy1 and base shown in Figure 3 (the enlargement of Figure 2 ), we find that Strategy3 achieves a much better result due to traffic amortizing. The additional traffic incurred in Strategy3 is only about 1% of the total amount of requested traffic when the cache size is small (e.g., 5%). Compared with Strategy2, Strategy3 achieves a better result but the gap is not very significant. We find this is because, in the workload, there is only a small percentage of requests arriving at the same time, resulting in only a few amortizing opportunities. In the future, we plan to cluster the requests arriving in a time window to re-evaluate these strategies. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the cache performance in terms of Local Hit Ratio and Peer Hit Ratio. It is interesting that when the cache size is small, such as 5% and 10%, Strategy2 and Strategy3 achieve a much higher hit ratio than Strategy1 and base. When the cache size increases beyond 20%, base and Strategy1 achieve similar performance to others in Local Hit Ratio and Peer Hit Ratio. Since Strategy2 and Strategy3 demand more operation overhead, a smart strategy selection policy should be considered according to the available cache size when designing a real system. Figure 4 and Figure 5 , the byte based performance trends are similar. However, it is interesting that they do not achieve the same percentage levels, particularly when the cache size is small, such as 5% and 10% of the total object size. For example, when the cache size is 5% of the total object size, base and strategy1 achieve a Local Hit Ratio of about 11%, while their corresponding Local Byte Hit Ratio is about 5%. It is also worth noting that these evaluation results confirm that increasing the total available cache size does not always improve cache performance. When the cache size reaches beyond 20% of the total object size, the improvement slows down and eventually becomes trivial. Our previous evaluation on one proxy-based system reports similar results where a cache size of 8% to 16% can achieve near-best results for general workloads [36] . Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the Miss Ratio and Miss Byte Ratio. They reflect the traffic between the proxy and server directly caused by client requests. Both figures indicate that Strategy2 and Strategy3 achieve better performance results (between 0.002-0.008) due to the pro-active replacement policy, especially when the cache size is small. When the cache size is sufficiently large (> 25% of the total object size), the replacement policy can hardly bring any benefit, as implied by the comparisons with Strategy1 and base.
With increased privacy level, the additional traffic caused by all four cooperative proxy based strategies is increasing. However, the overall cache performance is hardly impacted. When the number of participating proxies and the number of object classes increase, none of these performance metrics changes significantly. We omit these results for brevity.
In summary, the evaluation indicates that our proposed system is very efficient. When the privacy level is 4, the additional traffic overhead incurred in our system (strategy3) is less than 1% of the total amount of requested traffic when the cache size is relatively small (e.g., 5%). When the cache size is relatively large (about 20%), the additional traffic caused by our system is lower than 0.1% of the total amount of requested traffic. In addition, our system can effectively utilize the additional traffic to improve the cache performance (compared with the base strategy) in terms of hit ratio and byte hit ratio.
IX. CONCLUSION
Plenty of research has been conducted to improve the performance of proxy-based content delivery systems for Internet media distribution. However, the adoption of such research is hindered by the difficulty in providing distribution control and privacy protection at the same time. In this work, through the analysis of distribution control and privacy protection requirements, we propose a unified strategy to address these two issues simultaneously by using a key division cipher and a commutative cipher. We further design a set of algorithms for cooperative proxies where our proposed protocol works for a pull approach. Simulation-based experiments have been extensively conducted and the results show that our proposed system is effective.
We are currently implementing our proposed scheme on a proxy based media distribution prototype. We plan to test the cache performance and the computational overhead for encryption and decryption used in our scheme in this real environment.
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